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FLIP isoform, reveal requirements for DISC recruitment
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Cellular FLICE-inhibitory protein (c-FLIP) proteins are known as potent inhibitors of death receptor-mediated apoptosis by
interfering with caspase-8 activation at the death-inducing signaling complex (DISC). Among the three human isoforms,
c-FLIPlong, c-FLIPshort and c-FLIPR, the latter isoform is poorly characterized. We report here the characterization of murine
c-FLIPR and show that it is the only short c-FLIP isoform expressed in mice. By generating several mutants, we demonstrate that
both death effector domains (DEDs) are required for DISC binding and the antiapoptotic function of c-FLIPR. Surprisingly, the
C-terminal tail is important for both protein stability and DISC recruitment. Three-dimensional modeling of c-FLIPR revealed a
substantial similarity of the overall structures and potential interaction motifs with the viral FLIP MC159. We found, however, that
c-FLIPR uses different structural motifs for its DISC recruitment. Whereas MC159 interferes with interaction and self-
oligomerization of the DISC component FADD by its extensive hydrophilic surface, a narrow hydrophobic patch of c-FLIPR on the
surface of DED2 is crucial for DISC association. Thus, despite the presence of similar tandem DEDs, viral and cellular FLIPs
inhibit apoptosis by remarkably divergent mechanisms.
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Death receptors like CD95 (Fas/Apo-1) transduce death
signals upon ligand binding and formation of a death-inducing
signaling complex (DISC), which comprises the receptor, the
adaptor protein Fas-associated death domain (FADD) and
procaspase-8 (FLICE) or procaspase-10.1 This assembly
brings procaspase-8/10 in close proximity to the receptor and
allows them to be activated by dimerization.2–4 Activation of
the initiator caspases can be counteracted by FLICE-
inhibitory proteins (FLIPs).5,6 Next to viral FLIP (v-FLIP)
proteins,7 three cellular homologs (cellular FLICE-inhibitory
proteins (c-FLIPs)) have been identified, namely c-FLIPlong,
c-FLIPshort and c-FLIPR, which are generated by differential
splicing.8–10 The C-terminus of c-FLIPlong contains a cataly-
tically inactive caspase-like domain, whereas c-FLIPshort and
c-FLIPR have only a truncated C-terminus.

As a characteristic feature, FLIP proteins contain tandem
death effector domains (DEDs), which mediate their recruit-
ment into the DISC.10,11 The DED forms a bundle of six
antiparallel a-helices similar to the death domain (DD) and the
caspase recruitment domain (CARD), two other signaling
motifs involved in homotypic protein interactions.12 Curiously,
despite their importance in apoptosis, there are currently no
reported structures for cellular FLIP proteins. Only the structure
of the tandem DEDs of the v-FLIP MC159 from Molluscum
contagiosum has been reported showing a rigidly associated

dumbbell-shaped molecule, which is tightly packed by an
extensive hydrophobic interface between its two DEDs.13,14

Similar to FADD, each DED of MC159 contains two prominent
surface features important for protein interactions that distin-
guish them from other death motifs, namely a hydrophobic
patch and a charge triad, also known as RxDL motif.13–16

Although the structure of MC159 provides a template for
understanding the mechanism of FLIP inhibition, it is unknown
which structural motifs mediate DISC recruitment of cellular
FLIP proteins. In the present study, we characterize for the
first time the short isoform of murine c-FLIP and show that
c-FLIPR but not c-FLIPshort is the sole truncated isoform
expressed in murine cells. We further demonstrate that both
DEDs of c-FLIPR are crucial for DISC recruitment and
inhibition of caspase-8 processing. Moreover, we found that
the unique C-terminal tail of c-FLIPR not only determines
protein stability, but also its antiapoptotic function. Interest-
ingly, despite the structural similarity of MC159 and c-FLIPR,
point mutations in the charge triads, which block apoptosis
protection by MC159, did not abrogate apoptosis inhibition by
c-FLIPR. Instead, we show that the hydrophobic patch in
DED2 is critical for recruitment of c-FLIPR into the DISC. Thus,
our results demonstrate that viral and cellular FLIPs prevent
apoptosis by divergent mechanisms, suggesting a surprisingly
functional diversity of the DED motif.
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Results

c-FLIPR but not c-FLIPshort is expressed in mouse. Although
two short splice variants, c-FLIPshort and c-FLIPR, have been
described in human cells,8,10,17 little is known about their
expression in other species. As human c-FLIPshort is expressed
primarily in lymphoid tissues,18 we prepared RNA from mouse
thymus and performed RT-PCR. A cDNA with an open reading
frame of 648 bp was cloned, encoding a protein of 215 amino
acids (aa). Surprisingly, sequence alignment with human c-FLIP
revealed that it resembles more human c-FLIPR than c-FLIPshort

(Figure 1a).
Comparison of the gene structures showed that the human

c-FLIP gene comprises 14 exons spanning about 52 kb,
whereas the mouse gene has 10 exons spanning 42 kb
(Figure 1b). The mRNA of mouse c-FLIPlong contains all 10
exons, with the translational start in exon 2 and the stop codon
in exon 10 (Figure 1b). Mouse c-FLIPR is generated when
exon 5 is not spliced to exon 6, which encodes a part of the
c-FLIPlong protein. Instead, the c-FLIPR mRNA includes an
intronic sequence with an in-frame stop codon (Figure 1b).
Similar splice events occur during generation of human
c-FLIPlong and c-FLIPR. However, the human c-FLIP gene
contains an additional exon 7 that can be alternatively spliced
to c-FLIPshort (Figure 1b). As a homologous exon is missing in
the mouse gene, c-FLIPR is the only short isoform expressed
in murine cells.

Mouse c-FLIPR is rapidly degraded via the proteasome
pathway. To characterize mouse c-FLIPR, we generated
Flag-tagged versions of the full-length molecule and a C-
terminal deletion mutant (c-FLIPR-DC, aa 1–186) comprising
only the tandem DEDs (Figure 2a). These constructs were
stably transfected into the mouse B-cell line A20 that is
sensitive to CD95-mediated apoptosis. Analyzing various
clones with different expression levels, we generally
observed a higher expression of the truncated c-FLIPR-DC

construct compared with the full-length protein, although the
expression of other DISC components, including CD95,
FADD and caspase-8, remained unchanged (Figure 2b). As
human c-FLIPshort and c-FLIPR have a short half-life time,8,19

we tested the stability of mouse c-FLIPR. To this end, we
treated A20 cells expressing comparable amounts of either
c-FLIPR or c-FLIPR-DC with the translation inhibitor
cycloheximide (CHX). As shown in Figure 2c, expression of
full-length c-FLIPR decreased rapidly upon addition of CHX,
suggesting a fast degradation of the protein. In contrast, the
levels of c-FLIPR-DC remained constant even after 8 h of
CHX treatment (Figure 2c). Thus, the C-terminal amino acids
seem to determine the stability of the mouse c-FLIPR protein.

We next tested whether degradation of c-FLIPR is mediated
by the ubiquitin–proteasome pathway. HEK293T cells were
transfected with His-tagged ubiquitin alone or together with
c-FLIPR, c-FLIPR-DC or additional mutants. Immmunoblot
analysis of the ubiquitinated proteins, enriched from cell
lysates with Ni2þ -beads, revealed that c-FLIPR was poly-
ubiquitinated, showing a typical high-molecular-weight ubi-
quitin ladder (Figure 2d). In contrast, ubiquitination of the
mutant c-FLIPR-DC was strongly reduced, suggesting that the
C-terminal sequence is important for this process.

Poukkula et al.20 found two lysine residues (K192, K195),
which mediate ubiquitin-dependent degradation of human
c-FLIPshort. To investigate whether these lysines are also
required for degradation of mouse c-FLIPR, we mutated the
homolog residues to arginine (K196R/K200R). Surprisingly,
the K196R/K200R-mutant was as efficiently ubiquitinated as
the wild-type protein (Figure 2d). Therefore, the C-terminal tail
does not contain the essential ubiquitination sites but might
rather play an indirect role for c-FLIPR degradation. Consis-
tent with this, c-FLIPR mutants encoding only the first (DED1)
or the second DED (DED2) became also ubiquitinated
(Figure 2d). Thus, these experiments suggest that mouse
c-FLIPR has a short half-life time due to proteasome-mediated
degradation, which is influenced by its unique C-terminus.

Figure 1 Mouse and human c-FLIP isoforms. (a) Sequence alignment of murine c-FLIPR with human c-FLIPR and c-FLIPshort. The sequence of the short c-FLIP isoform
cloned from mouse thymus was aligned to human c-FLIPR (as published in Djerbi et al.17) and human c-FLIPshort (AAC51623) using the Geneious software (http://
www.geneious.com). Sequences are shown in single-letter amino-acid code. (b) Intron–exon structure of the human (top) and mouse (bottom) gene locus. Exons containing
the translational start and stop codons are labeled with ‘atg’, ‘taa’ and ‘tga’, respectively. Regions encoding for the first DED, the second DED and the caspase-like domains are
indicated. The human-specific exon 7, which is contained in the c-FLIPshort mRNA, is marked in red, and the intronic sequences are marked in green
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Deletion of the C-terminal tail of c-FLIPR diminishes its
antiapoptotic function. To investigate the antiapoptotic
function of c-FLIPR, we treated wild-type A20 cells and
transfectants stably expressing c-FLIPR constructs with
CD95 ligand (CD95L) for up to 8 h, and measured caspase
activation at various time points. As detected by their
processing, activation of caspase-3 and caspase-8 was
readily detected upon stimulation with CD95L in wild-type
and vector control cells (Figure 3a). In contrast, both
caspases remained uncleaved in cells expressing c-FLIPR-
DC or c-FLIPR (Figure 3a). Thus, mouse c-FLIPR blocks
CD95-mediated caspase activation.

As assessed by measurement of DNA fragmentation,
expression of full-length c-FLIPR also resulted in an almost
complete protection against CD95L-induced apoptosis,
whereas the vector control cells were as sensitive as the
wild-type cells (Figure 3b). Complete CD95 resistance was
observed in several clones with high (clone no. 3; Figure 3b),
intermediate and low expression levels of full-length c-FLIPR

(data not shown). Interestingly, A20 cells expressing the
truncated c-FLIPR-DC showed a different behavior that was
dependent on the expression level and CD95L concentration.
At low CD95L concentrations, cells with high and low levels of
c-FLIPR-DC expression were similarly protected as full-length
c-FLIPR-expressing cells. In contrast, at higher concentra-
tions of CD95L cells with a lower expression of c-FLIPR-DC
(e.g., clone no. 19) showed some apoptosis induction, even
when several clones with comparable expression of the
truncated and full-length c-FLIPR proteins were analyzed

(compare clone no. 19 and 3; Figures 2b and 3b). This
suggests that the C-terminal tail influences the antiapoptotic
function of mouse c-FLIPR, which is in contrast to human
c-FLIPshort whose C-terminal deletion did not interfere with
apoptosis inhibition.20 This conclusion is supported by our
observation that incubation of cells with high concentrations of
CD95L for longer time periods activated caspase-8 in
c-FLIPR-DC- but not c-FLIPR-expressing cells, as shown by
the appearance of the p18 caspase-8 fragment (Figure 3c).

The C-terminal tail of c-FLIPR contributes to DISC
recruitment and antiapoptotic function. It was surprising
that despite the increased protein stability (see Figure 2b)
c-FLIPR-DC was less potent in inhibiting apoptosis when
compared with full-length c-FLIPR (see Figure 3b). As c-FLIP
proteins act at the receptor level,10,11 we analyzed DISC
formation in the transfected cell lines. To rule out that
different expression levels of the transgenes might affect
DISC formation, we chose clones with comparable
expression of full-length c-FLIPR (clone no. 3) and c-FLIPR-
DC (clone no. 19). As expected, following a 15-min
incubation with CD95L, recruitment of FADD and caspase-8
was observed in wild-type and vector control A20 cells
(Figure 4a). In both cell lines, cleavage of caspase-8 to the
p43 intermediate was detected, indicating initiation of the
death signal. In contrast, caspase-8 processing was
undetectable in cells transfected with c-FLIPR-DC or full-
length c-FLIPR (Figure 4a). Moreover, when the total amount
of uncleaved and processed caspase-8 in the DISC was

Figure 2 Deletion of the C-terminal tail of c-FLIPR increases protein stability. (a) Schematic representation of the different c-FLIPR mutants. Full-length murine c-FLIPR and
the DC-construct contain the two characteristic DEDs at amino-acid positions 11–77 and 96–174. c-FLIPR-DC lacks the C-terminal tail starting at position 200 aa. The
constructs DED1 and DED2 encode only the first and second DED, respectively. (b) A20 transfectants stably expressing an empty pEF-Flag-control vector, full-length c-FLIPR

or c-FLIPR-DC cloned into the pEF-Flag-vector were analyzed by western blotting for the expression of c-FLIPR, CD95, caspase-8 and FADD. Blots were probed with either
anti-b-actin or anti-tubulin to control equal protein loading. The results show representative blots from several generated clones with different expression levels of the
transgenes. (c) A20 cells stably transfected either with full-length c-FLIPR or with c-FLIPR-DC were treated for 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 h with CHX (10 mg/ml). Subsequently, cells were
lysed and analyzed by western blotting for c-FLIPR expression. b-Actin served as loading control. (d) 293T cells were transiently transfected with His–ubiquitin or with His–
ubiquitin and the indicated c-FLIPR constructs. After 20 h, the cells were incubated for another 4 h with 10 mg/ml of the proteasome inhibitor MG132. After cell lysis, proteins
bound to His-tagged ubiquitin were precipitated with Ni-NTA agarose. Precipitates were analyzed for the respective c-FLIPR-constructs by western blotting. The partial binding
of the non-ubiquitinated c-FLIPR versions to the Ni2þ -beads is presumably due to the highly negatively charged epitope tag sequences
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compared, reproducibly less caspase-8 was recruited upon
expression of full-length c-FLIPR than in the control cells or
FLIPR-DC cells (Figure 4a). This is consistent with the
observation that c-FLIPR-DC was less efficiently recruited
into the DISC than the full-length protein (Figure 4a), and
could explain the impaired protection at high concentrations
of CD95L (see Figure 3b).

As DISC recruitment of c-FLIP might be influenced by its
subcellular localization, we performed immunofluorescence
staining of NIH/3T3 cells transiently transfected with either
c-FLIPR full-length or c-FLIPR-DC. The full-length protein was
distributed in the cytosol and partly localized in dotted
structures (Figure 4b). c-FLIPR-DC was also localized in the
cytosol, but showed oligomerization into structures similar
to death effector filaments (Figure 4b). Formation of such
filaments by c-FLIPR-DC but not full-length c-FLIPR was not
due to the higher expression of the deletion mutant, as shown
in a titration experiment (Supplementary Figure 1). Even at
the lowest amount of the transfected DNA, when c-FLIPR-DC
was not detectable by immunoblotting, filament formation
was observed. In contrast, full-length c-FLIPR did not form
extensive filaments, although protein expression was much
higher. Death effector filaments have been shown to be sites
of caspase activation correlating with apoptosis induction.21

Despite formation of these filaments by FLIPR-DC, we did not
observe apoptosis induction in the transfected cells (data not
shown), suggesting that aggregated DEDs of c-FLIP do not
build a platform for caspase-8 activation. Nevertheless,
retention of c-FLIPR-DC in those filaments might explain its
reduced DISC recruitment.

Covalently linked tandem DEDs are required for DISC
recruitment. Like caspase-8 and caspase-10, but in

contrast to FADD, c-FLIP proteins contain two DEDs.
Whether the tandem DEDs are simply a duplication of a
protein interaction motif or functionally important has not
been addressed in vivo. Therefore, we investigated which of
the two DEDs of c-FLIPR is required for its antiapoptotic
function. To this end, we employed truncation constructs
encoding only the first (DED1) or the second DED (DED2)
and expressed them stably in A20 cells. Transfectants
expressing only DED1 or DED2 showed a marginally
reduced sensitivity for CD95-mediated apoptosis
(Figure 5a). In addition, no DISC recruitment of the single
DEDs and normal caspase-8 activation were observed
(Figure 5b). In line, processing of caspase-3 and caspase-8
was comparable to vector control cells (data not shown).
Moreover, in contrast to full-length c-FLIPR that was localized
in cytoplasmic granular structures, both single DEDs were
evenly distributed in the cytosol and nucleus (Figure 5c).
Thus, a single DED of c-FLIPR is insufficient to inhibit CD95-
mediated apoptosis. We next generated double transfectants
expressing both DEDs as separate molecules but without an
intramolecular linker, and analyzed their sensitivity toward
CD95L. Cells expressing both DEDs were as sensitive as
vector control cells (Figure 5a) and showed no DISC
recruitment (Figure 5b) and processing of caspase-3 and
caspase-8 (data not shown). Thus, an intramolecular linkage
seems to be crucial for binding of the tandem DEDs to the
DISC. Taken together, both DEDs of mouse c-FLIPR are
required for DISC recruitment and its antiapoptotic activity.

A model of the molecular structure of murine c-FLIPR. To
define the surface residues of murine c-FLIPR involved in
interaction with other DISC proteins, we created a structural
model of c-FLIPR on the basis of the structure (PDB code,

Figure 3 Deletion of the C-terminal tail diminishes the antiapoptotic potential of c-FLIPR. (a) Wild-type A20 cells (wt) or A20 cells stably transfected with either full-length
c-FLIPR, c-FLIPR-DC or an empty vector control were stimulated for the indicated time with Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 ng/ml) and anti-Flag antibody (1 mg/ml). Activation of
caspase-8 and caspase-3 was analyzed by western blotting. b-Actin or tubulin served as loading control. The blots are representative for several transfectants analyzed and
show caspase activation in clone no. 19 with low expression of c-FLIPR-DC and clone no. 3 with high expression of full-length c-FLIPR. (b) For analysis of apoptosis sensitivity,
wild-type cells and transfectants were left untreated or stimulated for 16 h with different concentrations of Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 and 20 ng/ml) cross-linked with anti-Flag
antibody (1mg/ml). The amount of apoptotic cells was determined by Nicoletti assay. (c) Cells were stimulated with 20 ng/ml CD95 ligand and anti-Flag antibody (1mg/ml) for 8
and 16 h or left untreated. Caspase-8 activation was analyzed by western blotting as described in (a). Note that the disappearance of the p18 caspase-8 fragment in A20 wild-
type cells after CD95 ligand treatment for 16 h is presumably due to massive cell death and the leakage of the p18 fragment into the culture supernatant
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2BBR) of the v-FLIP MC159.13,14 The sequence alignment
of MC159 and c-FLIPR, and their backbone superposition,
are shown in Figure 6a. The homology model of c-FLIPR

displays the two helical bundles of the individual DEDs packed
against each other in the predicted way. The major difference
between c-FLIPR and MC159 is the absence of an additional
short a-helix at the beginning of the c-FLIPR DED1, which
is due to the slightly shortened N-terminus (data not shown).
However, the conspicuous surface motifs, including the charge
triad and the hydrophobic patch, which are functionally
important for MC159 and caspase-8,13 are very similarly
placed within the two structures (Figure 6b, left panel).
Interestingly, residues F119, L120 and Y124 are part of
an extended hydrophobic patch on the DED2 surface of
c-FLIPR, which is not strictly conserved in MC159 (Figure 6b,
right panel).

Our model allowed us to perform mutagenesis based on
structural reasoning, and the residues mutated in this study
are depicted in Figure 6c. First, we were interested in the
role of the hydrophobic patch of DED1 that forms the interface
with DED2. We therefore mutated Phe-28 to glycine, since
mutation of the corresponding residues in FADD (F25G) and
MC159 (F30A) impairs their signaling function.16,22 The F28G
substitution, however, had no effect on caspase processing,
DISC formation, subcellular localization or the antiapoptotic
function of c-FLIPR (Figure 7). This suggests that the
architecture of c-FLIPR was not disturbed and that Phe-28

Figure 4 Deletion of the C-terminal tail of c-FLIPR reduces DISC recruitment
and leads to formation of death effector filaments. (a) Wild-type A20 cells (wt) or
cells stably transfected with full-length c-FLIPR, c-FLIPR-DC or a Flag-control vector
were either stimulated for 15 min with the Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (200 ng/ml) or
left untreated. DISC components were co-immunoprecipitated with CD95 using an
anti-CD95 antibody (Jo2) coupled to protein-G–sepharose and analyzed by western
blotting. (b) NIH/3T3 cells were transiently transfected with either c-FLIPR or
c-FLIPR-DC. Twenty-four hours post transfection, the cells were fixed and stained
with anti-Flag antibody (green) and DAPI (blue). Subsequently, samples were
analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy

Figure 5 DISC recruitment requires intramolecular linkage between the two DEDs. (a) Wild-type A20 cells (wt) or A20 cells stably transfected with c-FLIPR-DED1,
c-FLIPR-DED2 or both DEDs were either left untreated or stimulated for 16 h with different concentrations of Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 and 20 ng/ml) cross-linked with anti-
Flag antibody (1 mg/ml). The amount of apoptotic cells was quantified by Nicoletti assay. (b) Cells expressing Myc-tagged DED1, V5-tagged DED2 or both DEDs were
stimulated for 15 min with 200 ng/ml Flag-CD95L or left untreated. DISC components were co-immunoprecipitated with the CD95 receptor using anti-CD95 antibody coupled
to protein-G–sepharose and analyzed by western blotting. (c) NIH/3T3 cells were transiently transfected with Flag-FLIPR, DED1-Myc or DED2-V5. Twenty-four hours post
transfection, the cells were fixed and stained with tag-specific antibodies, followed by an Alexa-Fluor-conjugated secondary antibody and DAPI. Subsequently, samples were
analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy
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hydrophobic contacts are not required for stabilization of the
DED1/DED2 interface.

The charge triads of c-FLIPR are dispensable for DISC
recruitment. Both DEDs of v-FLIP MC159 contain a
hydrogen-bonded cluster of charged amino acids, called
the charge triad, which is important for apoptosis
inhibition.13,14,22 To analyze whether the charge triads play
a functional role for cellular FLIP, we mutated both motifs in
c-FLIPR (mutants R69A/D71A and R166A/D168A). A20 cells
expressing these mutants were not impaired in protection
against CD95-mediated apoptosis when compared with
c-FLIPR (Figure 7a). Moreover, both charge triad mutants
inhibited caspase activation similarly as wild-type c-FLIPR or
the F28G mutant (Figure 7b). DISC analysis showed also

normal recruitment of the R166A/D168A mutant and no
processing of caspase-8 (Figure 7c). The same results were
observed with the R69A/D71A mutant (Figure 7d). Thus, in
contrast to v-FLIP, the charge triad of c-FLIPR is dispensable
for DISC recruitment and its antiapoptotic function.

The hydrophobic patch of DED2 of c-FLIPR is crucial for
DISC recruitment. In addition to the charge triad, c-FLIPR

contains characteristic hydrophobic epitopes in both DEDs.
This hydrophobic patch in DED1 is buried in the DED1/DED2
interface, whereas DED2 contains an extended hydrophobic
patch with residues F119, L120, L146, L148 and L154 on its
surface (Figure 6b). To investigate the importance of this
motif for DISC interaction of c-FLIPR, we mutated Phe-119
and Leu-120 (F119G/L120G) and generated several clones

Figure 6 Structural modeling of murine c-FLIPR. (a) Sequence and structural alignment of v-FLIP MC159 and c-FLIPR. The conserved residues in the sequence are
marked in bold letters. Color indications are as follows: yellow, conservation of hydrophobic amino acids; blue, conservation of basic amino acids; red, conservation of acidic
amino acids and cyan, conservation of small amino acids. Backbone superposition shows that sequence changes of c-FLIPR (blue) relative to v-FLIP (red) are in accordance
with relatively small structural differences, resulting in an r.m.s.d. for the backbone atoms of 0.97 Å. (b) Left panel: Representation of hydrophobic and charged motifs within
each DED of c-FLIPR. Motifs are colored as follows: charge triad of DED1 in red (E22, R69, D71), hydrophobic patch of DED1 in yellow (M25), charge triad of DED2 in magenta
(D113, R166, D168) and hydrophobic patch of DED2 in gold (F119, L120, Y124). For the hydrophobic motif of DED1, only M25 is slightly surface-exposed, whereas the
hydrophobic patch containing F119 and L120 is part of a larger shallow hydrophobic cleft on the surface of DED2. Right panel: Hydrophobic amino acids present on the surface
of the DED2 hydrophobic patch are highlighted. Hydrophobic regions are marked in yellow and hydrophilic regions are marked in green. The extended hydrophobic surface is
composed of the residues F119, L120, L146, L148 and L156. (c) Homology model of murine c-FLIPR. The ribbon structure highlights the secondary structure topology of the
two DEDs (DED1 and DED2, colored green and blue, respectively). Similar to v-FLIP, helix 3 of the DED fold is missing, but for reasons of consistency helical numbering is
maintained according to the canonical fold and similar to the numbering of the v-FLIP structure 2F1S. The side chains of the residues that were mutated in this study are shown
as sticks and are labeled by residue type and number
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stably expressing this mutant (Figure 8a). Strikingly, all
clones showed a complete loss of protection and were as
sensitive toward CD95-mediated apoptosis as untransfected
cells (Figure 8b). Concomitantly, caspases were readily
processed in cells expressing the F119G/L120G upon
stimulation with CD95L (Figure 8c). Furthermore, as DISC
recruitment of the F119G/L120G mutant was severely
diminished, caspase-8 processing could be clearly detected
(Figure 8d).

In agreement with the impaired DISC recruitment, we
observed an altered subcellular localization of the protein. The
F119G/L120G mutant was not localized in dotted structures or
death effector filaments, but evenly distributed in the cytosol
(Figure 8e). It is conceivable that not only the interaction of
F119G/L120G mutant with DISC components but also its self-
oligomerization is affected by mutation of the hydrophobic
patch. Similar effects have been observed for mutations in
the corresponding hydrophobic patch in caspase-8, which
resulted in a loss of FADD binding.13 Thus, the hydrophobic
patch of the second DED in mouse c-FLIPR is crucial for DISC
recruitment and its antiapoptotic function.

Moreover, unlike MC159, c-FLIPR did not inhibit oligomeri-
zation of FADD (Supplementary Figure 2B and C). In fact,
cellular FLIP proteins rather enhanced formation of insoluble
filaments (Supplementary Figure 2B and C). In summary, our
results indicate that, in contrast to v-FLIP MC159, c-FLIP

proteins utilize the same interaction motif as caspase-8. While
MC159 interferes with FADD self-association, our results
imply that c-FLIPR directly competes with caspase-8 for
recruitment to the DISC.

Discussion

c-FLIP is expressed in three isoforms arising from differential
mRNA splicing. Although human c-FLIPlong and c-FLIPshort

are well studied, little is known about the other short splice
variant, c-FLIPR, that was initially identified in human Raji B
cells17 and later also in some malignant cell lines and primary
T cells.8,10 Here, we report the functional and structural
characterization of the novel c-FLIPR isoform in the mouse.
Our analysis indicates that c-FLIPR is the only short isoform in
the mouse. By modeling the three-dimensional structure of
c-FLIPR and by analyzing the mouse DISC in vivo, we
characterize for the first time the structural requirements for
DISC recruitment of cellular FLIP proteins. Our results
suggest that mouse c-FLIPR and v-FLIP MC159 inhibit death
receptor-mediated apoptosis by different mechanisms.

The unique C-terminal tail and covalently linked tandem
DEDs are important for DISC recruitment of c-FLIPR. To
determine the structural requirements of c-FLIP proteins for
DISC recruitment, we generated several deletion and point

Figure 7 The charge triads are not required for DISC binding of c-FLIPR. (a) Different c-FLIPR mutants were generated with mutations either in the charge triad of the first
DED (R69A/D71A) or the charge triad of the second DED in c-FLIPR (R166A/D168A). Additionally, the hydrophobic patch (F28G) in DED1 was mutated. The different
constructs were stably transfected into A20 cells and apoptosis sensitivity of the transfectants was determined by Nicoletti assay. To this end, cells were either left untreated or
stimulated for 16 h with different concentrations of Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 and 20 ng/ml) cross-linked with anti-Flag antibody (1 mg/ml). (b) A20 cells transfected with the
respective c-FLIPR mutants were stimulated for the indicated time with Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 ng/ml) and anti-Flag antibody (1mg/ml). Cells were lysed and cleavage of
caspase-8 and caspase-3 was determined by western blotting. Equal protein loading was checked by probing the blots with anti-b-actin. (c, d) DISC analyses of A20 cells
expressing the various c-FLIPR constructs. Cells expressing the DED1 F28G mutant (c), the DED2 charge triad R166A/D168A mutant (c) or the DED1 charge triad R69A/
D71A mutant (d) were analyzed in comparison to wild-type A20 cells or cells expressing full-length FLIPR. Cells were either stimulated for 15 min with Flag-tagged CD95 ligand
(200 ng/ml) or left untreated. DISC components were co-immunoprecipitated with CD95 using anti-CD95 coupled to protein-G–sepharose and analyzed by western blotting.
(e) NIH/3T3 cells were transiently transfected with the indicated c-FLIPR mutants. Twenty-four hours post transfection, cells were stained with anti-Flag-antibody followed by an
anti-mouse Alexa-Fluor-488 antibody and DAPI. Subsequently, samples were analyzed under a confocal laser scanning microscope. *An unspecific band recognized by the
anti-FLIP antibody
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mutants and found that a linkage between both DEDs of
c-FLIPR is required for its antiapoptotic function. Neither
DED1 nor DED2 was recruited into the CD95 DISC, which is
presumably caused by the compact structure of the tandem
DED (Figure 6),13,14 and is also consistent with the incapacity
of the single DEDs of viral MC159 to protect cells against
apoptosis.23

We also analyzed the function of the C-terminal tail of
c-FLIPR, which distinguishes the protein from the other two
isoforms. Surprisingly, at comparable expression levels
c-FLIPR-DC less efficiently protected against apoptosis and
displayed an impaired DISC recruitment when compared with
the full-length protein. The reduced antiapoptotic activity of
c-FLIPR-DC is in contrast to C-terminal deletion mutants of
human c-FLIPshort or MC159, which suppressed death
receptor-mediated apoptosis equally as the wild-type pro-
teins.20,23 Accordingly, an equal incorporation of c-FLIPshort

and its C-terminal deletion mutant into the TRAIL-DISC has
been observed.20 Although we cannot exclude that the
disparity of the mutants in DISC binding might be attributed
to different experimental systems, our results suggest that the
C-terminus of c-FLIPR mediates DISC interaction. A contribu-
tion of the C-terminus to DISC binding is therefore the first
described functional difference between c-FLIPR and
c-FLIPshort. In addition, we show that mouse c-FLIPR is
rapidly degraded and that the C-terminal tail determines
protein stability. Since mutation of two lysines (K196, K200),

however, did not prevent ubiquitination, the C-terminus is
presumably not the direct site of ubiquitination, but seems to
regulate protein stability indirectly, for example, by composing
a binding site for an E3 ubiquitin ligase. The use of different
target residues for ubiquitin conjugation therefore constitutes
an additional difference between c-FLIPshort and c-FLIPR.
Thus, the C-terminal tail appears to regulate not only DISC
recruitment but also degradation of c-FLIPR via the protea-
some pathway.

The hydrophobic patch of DED2 is indispensable for
c-FLIP function. The three-dimensional structures of
MC159 and FADD revealed various characteristic DED
motifs, including a charge triad and hydrophobic patch.13–15

The former includes Arg-69 and Asp-71 in DED1, as well as
Arg-166 and Asp-168 in DED2 of c-FLIPR (Figure 6b). On the
basis of structural data, this motif has been proposed to be
important for protein–protein interactions of DED-containing
proteins.14 In contrast to MC159, in which mutations in the
charge triad motifs of DED1 or DED2, abolished its
antiapoptotic potential,13 the charge triads of c-FLIPR are
not absolutely required for DISC binding and apoptosis
inhibition (Figure 7). We observed a slightly impaired DISC
recruitment of c-FLIPR mutated in either of the two charge
triads, which might be explained by the fact that the charge
triad participates in stabilization of the DED fold.15 Indeed,
our model shows that R166 and D168 are involved in a

Figure 8 The hydrophobic patch in the DED2 of c-FLIPR is responsible for binding to FADD and caspase-8 in the DISC. (a) A20 transfectants stably expressing an empty
pEF-Flag-control vector, full-length c-FLIPR or the c-FLIPR-(F119G/L120G) mutant cloned into the pEF-Flag vector were analyzed by western blotting for the expression of
c-FLIPR, CD95, caspase-8 and FADD. Blots were probed with anti-tubulin to control equal protein loading. (b) Apoptosis sensitivity of the different clones was determined by
Nicoletti assay. To this end, cells were either left untreated or stimulated for 16 h with different concentrations of Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 and 20 ng/ml) cross-linked with
anti-Flag antibody (1 mg/ml). (c) A20 cells transfected with the respective c-FLIPR mutants were stimulated for the indicated time with Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (2 ng/ml) and
anti-Flag antibody (1mg/ml). Cells were lysed and cleavage of capase-8 and capase-3 was determined by western blotting. Equal protein loading was checked by probing the
blots with anti-b-actin. (d) A20 cells expressing the DED2 hydrophobic patch F119G/L120G mutant (clones no. 12 and 13) were analyzed for DISC formation and compared
with wild-type A20 cells or cells expressing full-length FLIPR. Cells were either stimulated for 15 min with Flag-tagged CD95 ligand (200 ng/ml) or left untreated. DISC
components were co-immunoprecipitated with CD95 using anti-CD95 coupled to protein-G–sepharose and analyzed by western blotting. (e) NIH/3T3 cells were transiently
transfected with the indicated c-FLIPR mutants. Twenty-four hours post transfection, cells were stained with anti-Flag-antibody followed by an anti-mouse Alexa-Fluor-488
antibody and DAPI. Subsequently, samples were analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy. *An unspecific band recognized by the anti-FLIP antibody
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hydrogen bond network stabilizing contacts to helix I
(backbone carbonyl of S108) and helix II (D113) of DED2.
Nevertheless, the antiapoptotic function of the R166A/D168A
and the R69A/D71A mutants was fully preserved, arguing
that the charge triads are not crucial for cellular FLIPs.

In contrast to the mutants discussed above, mutation of the
hydrophobic patch in DED2 (F119G/L120G) completely
abolished DISC recruitment and the antiapoptotic function of
c-FLIPR (Figure 8). The F119G/L120G mutant showed a
different localization similar to the single DED mutants that
were also not recruited into the DISC. Thus, next to a covalent
linkage of the tandem DEDs, the hydrophobic patch of DED2
is crucial for DISC recruitment and the function of c-FLIPR.
Importantly, also mutation of the hydrophobic patch in DED2
of caspase-8 has been shown to abolish its interaction with
FADD, whereas the corresponding mutation in v-FLIP MC159
had no effect.13

The distinct effects of mutation of the surface motifs indicate
that viral and cellular FLIPs employ different mechanisms to
inhibit apoptosis. MC159 has been suggested to block
apoptosis by inhibiting the oligomerization of FADD, thereby
impairing its interaction with death receptors.18 As c-FLIPR

and caspase-8 use the same motif for FADD interaction
(Figure 8; Rasper et al.18), it is likely that the two molecules
show competitive binding to the adapter protein. To investi-
gate these possibilities, we expressed caspase-8 and FADD
together with c-FLIPR or MC159. The known insolubility and
assembly of the DED proteins into death effector filaments did
not allow us to directly show a competitive binding c-FLIPR

and caspase-8 to the FADD protein. Nevertheless, consistent
with its inhibitory effect on FADD oligomerization, we found
that MC159 also inhibited the formation of death filaments
(Supplementary Figure 2). c-FLIPR, in contrast, enhanced the
assembly of FADD into death effector filaments. Although
these distinct effects on FADD oligomerization in death
effector filaments might not necessarily reflect their physiolo-
gical function, it further supports the view that viral and cellular
FLIPs employ different mechanisms to inhibit death receptor-
mediated apoptosis.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture and transfections. The mouse B-cell line A20 was cultured
in RPMI 1640 (PAA Laboratories, Cölbe, Germany) supplemented with 10% fetal
calf serum (BioWest, Frickenhausen, Germany), 2 mM glutamine, 50 mM
b-mercaptoethanol and 50mg/ml of each penicillin and streptomycin (Invitrogen,
Karlsruhe, Germany). NIH/3T3 cells and 293T human embryonic kidney cells were
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM high glucose; PAA
Laboratories) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 50 mg/ml of each
penicillin and streptomycin. Transient transfections of 293T cells and NIH/3T3 cells
were performed with FUGENE 6 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) and Optifect
(Invitrogen) reagent according to the manufacturers’ protocols. For stable
transfection, 1� 107 A20 cells were pulsed with 10mg DNA at 100 V and 750 mF
(Gene Pulser Xcell; Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). Stably transfected clones were
selected by limited dilution in medium containing 4 mg/ml puromycin (Sigma,
Deisenhofen, Germany), 500mg/ml blasticidin (Invitrogen) or 1 mg/ml G418 (PAA
Laboratories). Transgene expression was analyzed by Western blotting. The
constructs for GFP-FADD21 and MC1597 have been described earlier.

Cloning of murine c-FLIPR and mutagenesis. Total RNA was isolated
from the thymus of a C57Bl/6 mouse by acidic phenol–guanidinium thiocyanate–
chloroform extraction.24 RNA was reverse transcribed with Superscript III
(Invitrogen) and PCR was performed with Pfx proof-reading polymerase

(Invitrogen). The primers used were designed according to the published murine
CASHb sequence: 50-GGATGGAGACTGGACGAGAAC-30 (forward primer) and
50-CCACAGTAGTCATGCCCAGAT-30 (reverse primer). c-FLIPR mutants were
generated by using the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La
Jolla, CA, USA) and verified by DNA sequencing. Primer sequences are available
upon request. Wild-type c-FLIPR, c-FLIPR-DC and all point mutants were cloned
into pEF-FLAG.10 DED1 was cloned in frame with the Myc-tag of pEF/Myc/cyto
(Invitrogen) and DED2 in frame with the V5-His-tag of pEF6/V5-His-TOPO
(Invitrogen).

FACS assays. Cell surface staining and cytotoxicity assays were performed as
described previously.19 For assaying apoptosis, 1� 106 cells were stimulated in 24-
well plates (if not stated otherwise) with 2 or 20 ng/ml CD95L and anti-Flag (M2;
1 mg/ml; Sigma), or left untreated for the indicated time periods.

Western blot analysis. For western blot analysis, cells were lysed in TPNE
buffer (PBS adjusted to 300 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF
and 1 mg/ml each of leupeptin, aprotinin, chymostatin and pepstatin A). A 20-mg
weight of post-nuclear supernatant protein, as determined by the BCA method
(Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA), was separated by 12% SDS-PAGE,
blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham, Freiburg, Germany) and
blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk in PBS/Tween (0.05% Tween-20 in PBS). After
washing with PBS/Tween, the blots were incubated overnight with specific
antibodies at 41C. Blots were washed again with PBS/Tween, incubated with
horseradish peroxidase (HRPO)-coupled secondary antibodies (1:20 000) for 1 h at
room temperature, washed again and developed with a chemiluminescence reagent
(Amersham). For stripping, blots were incubated in Re-Blot mild solution (Chemikon,
Hofheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s procedure.

The antibodies used for western blotting and immunoprecipitation were as
follows: b-actin (AC-74; Sigma), caspase-3 (46; BD Biosciences, Heidelberg,
Germany), caspase-8 (1G12; Alexis, Gruenberg, Germany), FADD (1F7; Upstate,
Hamburg, Germany), CD95 (Jo2; BD Biosciences), CD95 (M20; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Heidelberg, Germany), Flag (M2; Sigma), c-MYC (9E10; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology), V5 (Invitrogen) and tubulin (Molecular Probes, Goettingen). HRPO-
conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. HRPO-
conjugated goat anti-rat IgG, donkey anti-goat IgG, goat anti-mouse IgG1, IgG2a
and IgG2b were from Southern Biotechnology Associates (Birmingham, AL, USA).

Immunoprecipitations. For DISC analysis, 2� 107 A20 cells were
stimulated with 200 ng/ml Flag-CD95L or left untreated. If not stated otherwise,
stimulation was stopped with cold PBS after 15 min. Cells were lysed in DISC buffer
(20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM
PMSF and 1 mg/ml of leupeptin, aprotinin, chymostatin and pepstatin A) for
15 min on ice and centrifuged (15 min, 14 000� g). Subsequently, the DISC was
precipitated with 2 mg anti-CD95 (Jo2) coupled to protein G beads (Sigma) for 4 h at
41C. Finally, the beads were washed three times with 750ml ice-cold DISC buffer
and analyzed by western blotting.

To analyze ubiquitination of c-FLIPR, HEK293T cells were transiently transfected
with His–ubiquitin with or without c-FLIPR full-length or c-FLIPR-DC using FUGENE
6 transfection reagent. 20 h later, cells were incubated with 10 mg/ml MG132 for
further 4 h. Then, cells were washed and lysed in buffer A (6 M urea, 0.1 M sodium
phosphate, 10 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 5 mM imidazole, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol).
Lysates were sonicated and incubated with 20 ml Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) for 4 h at
room temperature. Beads were washed with 1 ml each of buffer A, buffer B (6 M
urea, 0.1 M sodium phosphate, 10 mM Tris/HCl pH 8, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol)
and buffer C (6 M urea, 0.1 M sodium phosphate, 10 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.3, 10 mM
b-mercaptoethanol). Subsequently, precipitated proteins were analyzed by western
blotting.

Fluorescence microscopy. A total of 4� 104 NIH/3T3 cells grown on a
coverslip in a 12-well dish were transiently transfected with 4 mg plasmid DNA using
Optifect transfection reagent. Twenty-four hours later, cells were washed with PBS
and fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min. The cells were washed
again and permeabilized with 0.05% saponin and 4% BSA in PBS for 30 min.
Thereafter, cells were incubated with the anti-Flag antibody overnight in blocking
solution (4% BSA, 0.05% saponin in PBS) at 41C. Coverslips were washed several
times with PBS and incubated with anti-mouse Alexa-Fluor-488 secondary antibody
(Molecular Probes) for 1 h at room temperature. For nuclear staining, the cells
were washed several times and incubated with 40,60-diamidino-2-phenylindole
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dihydrochloride (DAPI, 100 ng/ml) for 10 min. Cells were then mounted in mounting
medium (DakoCytomation, Hamburg, Germany) and analyzed under a confocal
laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) at a
magnification of � 630.

Structural modeling. Structural modeling was based on the 1.2-Å resolution
crystal structure 2BBR of MC159.13 According to the sequence alignment presented
in Figure 6a, the residues 4–17, 21–38, 42–88 and 92–188 of 2BBR were mutated
by the equivalent amino-acid side chains preserving positions of backbone atoms,
using the biopolymer module of Sybyl7.2.5 (Tripos Inc., St Louis, MO, USA). The
gaps were modeled by means of the loop search procedure of Sybyl7.2.5. To relax
the non-conserved residues of the c-FLIPR-model, the structure was minimized
using harmonic restraints for all conserved residues (Amber8, 10 000 steps). Finally,
the model was minimized again without any restraints (Amber8, 30 000 steps). The
root mean-square distance (r.m.s.d.) of the heavy backbone atoms between 2BRR
and the c-FLIPR-model is 0.97.
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